Toward the ideal synthesis and molecular function through synthesis-informed design
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This Highlight describes factors that contribute to an ideal synthesis, including economies (step, time, atom, solvent, energy) and orientations (target, diversity, safety, function), and the role of synthesis-informed design directed at function in advancing synthesis and its impact on science.

"The great book, always open and which we should make an effort to read, is that of Nature". Antoni Gaudi

3.8 billion years of chemical evolution has produced a molecular library of unsurpassed size, structural diversity and functional value – our planet’s chemome. Only in the last few decades have we started to develop the analytical tools needed to “access and read” this vast treasure trove of molecularly encoded information. The lessons learned thus far have been transformative, revolutionizing chemistry and most other scientific disciplines from molecular anthropology to zoology. New drugs (e.g., taxol), imaging agents (e.g., green fluorescent protein), materials (e.g., biopolymers), research tools (e.g., RNAi), catalysts (e.g., ribozymes), reactants (e.g., enediyne) and reaction processes (e.g., self-replication, bond activation, photosynthesis) have been uncovered, providing a wealth of fundamentally new knowledge and inspiring new innovations of great societal, health and economic benefit.

Notwithstanding the enormous potential value of Nature’s library, tapping this vast body of information and inspiration has had and continues to have its challenges. Amongst these is our varied ability to not only make but also supply Nature’s molecules. Clearly, synthesis has made remarkable strides forward in addressing this challenge by enabling access to many natural products once considered difficult if not impossible to make. Woodward’s learned view of erythromycin as a “hopelessly complex” synthetic target in the 1950s, for example, gave way with the emergence of new methodology and analytical tools and the benefit of brilliant and dedicated coworkers, to his group’s impressive synthesis of this very same target some 25 years later. Imaginative solutions to comparably, and even more complex targets have appeared with increasing frequency, collectively demonstrating the emerging firepower of contemporary synthesis and the impact of those who have creatively advanced its frontiers. Most natural product targets can now be made in the laboratory if suitable resources are provided. The challenge now, and for many targets it is formidable, is to do so in a green, step- and time-economical, if not ideal, way. Addressing this challenge will take more than improvements in reaction and synthesis efficiency as a long synthesis, even if it proceeds in 100% overall yield and thus 100% selectivity, is still a long synthesis with associated costs in time, effort, resources, and environmental impact.

There are three principal ways to more commonly achieve supply-impacting syntheses (Fig. 1: 1–3). While varying in stages of advancement, all involve a more holistic approach to the problem of synthesis design, i.e., one involving not only optimization of single reactions but also of the entire strategy, its implementation and its downstream consequences (e.g., waste and environmental impact). The commonly used and often effective approach to a supply-impacting synthesis is to optimally sequence reactions selected from the current reaction lexicon (Fig. 1: 1). For a given synthetic problem, some sequences work, others work even better and some do not impact supply (for metrics read on). Given that most reactions, including the venerable Diels–Alder cycloaddition, allow for only two target bonds to be formed per synthetic operation and many targets require numerous bonds to be formed to connect with starting materials, this approach has its mathematical limitations as longer syntheses generally produce less final product due to the arithmetic of overall yield attrition. Other economies are similarly adversely impacted by increased step count. To address this problem, there is a growing interest in and use of processes that allow for greater target-relevant complexity increases per step, i.e., for more bonds to be made per synthetic operation. The use of multi-component reactions, serialized sequences (a.k.a., domino or cascade processes) and strategies derived therefrom provide attractive ways to achieve greater per-operation complexity increases and therefore shorter synthetic sequences and better economies. A related second approach, also based on achieving greater increases in target-relevant complexity, is obviously to expand
the lexicon of reactions (Fig. 1(2)). New reactions and reactivities change the way one thinks about bond construction. They enable new and often greener synthetic strategies with more choices for route selection. Think about the synthesis of say 1-carbomethoxy-3-cyclohexene now and making the same target before the introduction of the Diels–Alder cycloaddition. The difference is transformative as the cycloaddition provides a new way to think about the problem and not just improvements over existing processes.

A third approach (Fig. 1(3)) to improved synthetic efficacy places an initial emphasis, not on target structure but on target function (e.g., imaging agents, medicinal agents, materials, diagnostics, catalysts, probes, etc.). This change in orientation from structure to function has a dramatic impact on how one defines the synthetic problem and thus on approaches to its solution. It is based on the view that most syntheses are directed at targets with some desired function. Indeed the first section of most publications and proposals related to synthesis often justify a synthesis effort on the basis of the target presenting both challenging synthetic problems and great potential or demonstrated value associated with its function. A central tenet of this third approach, which we have referred to as “function-oriented synthesis” (FOS), is that a given function can be derived from a variety of structures. It follows that one could design simpler and therefore synthetically more accessible targets with comparable or improved function. This does not eliminate the opportunity to address new synthetic challenges as one could also design targets that would serve that purpose as well. The FOS approach thus shifts the problem from an initial focus on structure and retrosynthetic analysis to an initial focus on function and “retrofunction” analysis. An especially attractive aspect of this approach is that one creates new targets – inspired by Nature or by de novo design, and then associated innovative strategies to address their supply. Synthetic chemists are superbly positioned to advance this field as it draws on translating modes of action, i.e., structure-driven mechanism, to new candidate structures that might exhibit that same function and selecting from the latter the ones that could be the most effective and most readily synthesized. It clearly creates many exciting opportunities for chemists to design new, synthetically accessible structures with improved or totally new functions.

Common to all three approaches (Fig. 1(1–3)) is the goal of moving synthesis to a more effective level marked by improvements in quality, speed and value. To do this, metrics are needed to quantify “improvements”. Comparisons with
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**Fig. 1** Toward the ideal synthesis. Optimized sequences, step-saving strategies (1): e.g., cascade, domino and multicomponent processes) and related new reactions (2) can reduce the number of steps needed to access a target of complexity ‘c’ from ‘b’ to ‘a’. Alternatively, if in addition to synthetic studies the goal is target function, synthesis-informed design of a simplified target ‘a’ with function equivalent to ‘b’, i.e. function-oriented synthesis (3), could lead to a greatly shortened (a) and thus practical synthesis.
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Fig. 2 New reactions enable new strategies and more step- and time-economical access to natural and designed targets.

Highlight

The “ideal synthesis” provides a template for measuring a synthetic plan against what might ultimately be possible. It has been defined in various ways and for various purposes over the years, often reflecting the intrinsic objectives of synthesis as well as the emerging priorities of the time. Jim Hendrickson—a friend and former collaborator, offered the following perspective drawn in part from his seminal contributions to computer-based synthesis design: “The ideal synthesis creates a complex skeleton from simpler starting materials and so must link several such synthon molecules via construction reactions. Ideally, the synthesis would start from available small molecules so functionalized as to allow constructions linking them together directly, in a sequence only of successive construction reactions involving no intermediary refunctionalizations, and leading directly to the structure of the target, not only its skeleton but also its correctly placed functionality. If available, such a synthesis would be the most economical, and it would contain only construction reactions.” There is great insight in this view especially as it relates to many aspects of computer-based design. There are also issues that are subject to interpretation and other unmentioned factors that go beyond connectivity analysis and are of major importance in contemporary synthesis design.

In the 1980s, sensitive to and emphasizing the importance of starting material availability (irrespective of its complexity), as well as operational ease, step economy, and most significantly safety—this last a matter of unique and pre-eminent importance in a comprehensive definition of an ideal synthesis, we offered the following: “ideal syntheses are those in which the target molecule is assembled from readily available starting materials in one simple, safe, economical, and efficient operation.” The motivation here was to chart progress by comparisons, numerical where possible, to what might ultimately be possible if not ideal and to integrate the importance of simple and safe operations into synthesis design plans.

There are points of significance in the above definition that merit emphasis. Safety, always a priority and indispensable determinant of a successful synthesis plan, clearly is a first priority in any comprehensive definition of an “ideal synthesis” as it increasingly influences if not drives decisions about synthesis design, route selection and execution. Indeed as we evolve the various “orientations” of synthesis (e.g., diversity-oriented synthesis (DOS), function-oriented synthesis (FOS), target-oriented synthesis (TOS)), “safety-oriented synthesis” (SOS), an emphasis introduced herein, will assume a position of unique importance and generality. Given the role of safe practices to the field, it is expected that SOS will receive even greater attention in future efforts to design, evaluate, and execute synthetic plans. It clearly addresses the interdependence of design and execution. In the final analysis, the exciting and demanding challenge of synthesis is that one must address all factors that are associated with the design and execution of a plan and safety is a consideration of pre-eminent importance and an essential component of any definition.

Starting material availability, whether simple or complex, is another obvious consideration in planning how best to address a synthetic need. While simple starting materials are often sought in a plan, it is more generally the availability of a starting material, irrespective of whether it is simple or complex, that determines whether the synthesis will indeed prove to be the most step economical and green if not ideal route. Indeed semi-synthesis, based generally on complex starting materials, has saved the day in many efforts to achieve supply-impacting syntheses including, for example, the semi-syntheses of the medicinal agent taxol and of prostratin, a preclinical lead for HIV/AIDS eradication. It will continue to be a major impact area for synthesis. As science moves forward and manufacturers and fine chemical producers provide more complex, commercially available building blocks, the pool of readily available starting materials will also increasingly include more complex components, thus leading to shorter syntheses. In essence, suppliers, exploiting the brilliant contributions from many laboratories to feedstock enhancements, are moving the starting line of simplicity closer to the finish line of complexity. Synthetic biology and engineered biosynthesis represent other sources of synthetic building blocks that are impacting synthesis now and will surely influence synthesis in the future including semi-synthesis. Hybrid efforts, combining, for example, biosynthesis and semi-synthesis, have already produced stunning practical syntheses in many fields (e.g., beta-lactam antibiotics).

Step economy is a major driver of synthetic success, a point we and others have emphasized for decades. It requires a
holistic approach to design and execution rather than individual step optimizations. It serves to focus innovation not just on improvements but on seeking the best design (closest to the ideal) that accelerates the advancement and especially the broader impact of the field. While the ideal one-step synthesis is unlikely to be commonly achieved (although Wöhler and Reppe did so with urea and cyclooctatetraene, respectively, and many total syntheses have weighed in at under 5 steps), the importance of its inclusion in an “ideal” definition is that it provides a metric by which we could judge where we are and how close we come to an invariant ultimate goal. Such ideal goals drive innovation as they place emphasis on finding the best solution that our lexicon can deliver or defining what reactions might be needed to reach the ideal and not just better the past. Indeed it was this orientation that led many years ago, for example, to our search for more step economical ways to make triquinanes. That search for synthetic brevity approaching the ideal resulted in a three-step synthesis of silphium, based on the arene-alkene metacycloaddition (Fig. 2). This remarkable process is still one of the most complexity-increasing reactions in our reaction lexicon, allowing for the formation of three new rings and up to six stereocenters in one synthetic operation from relatively simple starting materials.\(^9\)

In 1993, sensitive to the growing importance of time and environmental issues associated with synthesis design, we noted in a theoretical overview directed at the “ideal synthesis” and ways to achieve it that “while the best solution [to a synthetic problem] might be defined in various ways, most practitioners would agree that it will be the one that comes closest to the ‘ideal synthesis’...defined as one in which the target molecule is prepared from readily available starting materials in one simple, safe, environmentally acceptable, and resource-effective operation that proceeds quickly and in quantitative yield.”\(^4\) The terms “resource-effective” and “quickly” made their way into this definition as it is clear that even a short synthesis would be ineffective, i.e., far from the ideal, if it were to require too much effort and time to execute. Along with safety, a special priority is thus placed in this definition on conserving the time of those skilled in synthesis as their gift and time represent our most important resources. Most synthesis efforts whether directed at training and research in academia or synthesis campaigns in industry are heavily influenced by what we have referred to as time economy, thus necessitating its inclusion in an ideal synthesis.

Many of the economies of synthesis design are interdependent. For example, step economy favors time economy as steps require development and execution time. Similarly, step economy favors atom economy and more significantly waste minimization, as reaction solvents and purifications are the largest contributors to the waste stream of any process even though solvents are not included in the otherwise useful concept of atom economy.\(^8\) Mapping the fate of atoms in reactants into products is important but reaction and purification solvents often are the major contributors to atom loss in a synthesis because the solvent concentration in a reaction is generally significantly higher than that of reactants. Step reduction thus reduces solvent waste.\(^1\) Solvents can of course be recycled but that requires energy and time and incurs cost. While less emphasized, “energy economy” is a metric of importance in many processes and figures in recycling costs. Simply put, greater step economy correlates with greater “solvent/energy economy”. Finally, step economy is also logically at the core of redox economy and the importance of minimizing unnecessary protection steps as redox operations and protections and deprotections often add steps to a synthesis.\(^1\) Step economy more generally emphasizes eliminating unnecessary steps and using reactions and strategies that maximize increases in target relevant complexity.

While discussions about the ideal synthesis will and should continue, and new metrics (e.g., energy economy, solvent economy) will be added, the transition over the past 40 years from comparisons between current and previous syntheses to comparisons between current and ideal syntheses provides an important set of metrics (step count, atom loss, overall yield, overall time) to evaluate where we are and what more might ultimately be possible. A related aspirational set of metrics is what could be called minimally acceptable syntheses which in essence are those that supply what is minimally needed to solve the problem of material availability and route generality. The metrics here are hugely important to design and are context and problem dependent. Scalability, for example, plays a role. If one simply wants only to record a successful synthesis then one would only need to produce enough material to establish purity and to completely characterize what one has produced. If on the other hand one wishes to learn about the properties or activities of a target, then more material will be needed. Still more would be needed for more complex and compound demanding studies associated with, for example, in vivo work. Similarly, time economy will also influence design in varied ways. The difference in time constraints and thus synthesis design approaches between producing a creative synthesis of a molecule as part of a multi-year PhD program and producing a scale-up synthesis campaign of a compound cleared for first human dosing in say 6 months is huge and will dramatically influence what design is deemed acceptable. Metrics drive design and thus influence whether one seeks a plan that is minimally acceptable or closer to the ideal. Personnel, safety, development time, execution time, step count, scale, yield, cost, overall selectivity, purity, number of purifications, waste stream, environmental impact, energy requirements, equipment and toxicities are some of the measurable factors that figure in and influence synthesis design and thus the quality, timing and impact of a given plan and its execution.

The above analyses lead to an interesting question and problem and form the basis for the aforementioned third approach to design. What can one do when a target cannot be produced in a timely, safe, step-economical, and resource-effective manner? Obviously one approach would be to invent new reactions that would result in a practical synthesis. This is an important direction. However, reaction invention or discovery and development take time (even the metathesis reaction evolved over decades before reaching broad and practical use in the 1990s). If the target is needed now, a not uncommon situation for many molecules of say medicinal or similar importance, one has a problem principally dictated by
time. Many synthetic targets could be produced in a practical fashion if given enough time and resources. That is often not the case. It was this problem (we need it now, but our reaction lexicon is not compatible with it being made now) that led to the genesis of what we have referred to as “function-oriented synthesis” (FOS). As we noted in our earlier overview of FOS: “the central principle of FOS is that the function of a biologically active lead structure can be recapitulated, tuned, or greatly enhanced with simpler scaffolds designed for ease of synthesis and also synthetic innovation.” In essence and as noted before, function is not the unique property of any one structure but could be exhibited in varying degrees by many structures. Simply put, one need not synthesize a bird to create a flying machine. Nature’s library provides a lesson on how functions are exhibited in varying degrees by many structures (e.g., gliders, planes and jets) that function even better for intended human use (aviation).

Nature’s library is rich with structures whose complexity is determined in part by their natural functions that generally would be irrelevant to many intended human uses of those structures. For example, if one needs a methylating agent, methyl iodide would be far less complex and easier to prepare than Nature’s methylating agent, S-adenosyl methionine. Similarly, many natural products are derived from restricted biosynthetic pathways evolved to achieve distribution, target association, metabolism and clearance objectives peculiar to their ecosystem and mostly irrelevant to their potential use in say human therapy. It follows that only a subset of the structural features and therefore the complexity of a natural lead might be needed to recapitulate or even exceed its desirable function for human therapy. 25 years ago this FOS analysis provided the starting point for our phorbol ester tumor promotion and subsequent bryostatin studies. Computer modeling and structure-function studies led to a hypothesis about structural features of phorbol esters required for binding and modulation of protein kinase C (PKC) activity, a highly important protein kinase that is now being studied in clinical trials for cancer and Alzheimer’s disease. Our earlier FOS studies on phorbol suggested that bryostatin might associate with PKC through a similar array of H-bond donors and acceptors. This then gave way to similar computer based FOS studies on bryostatin. In 1998, the first designed bryostatin analog was produced. It weighed in at under 30 steps when otherwise impressive syntheses of the natural product at the time required over 70 steps. Significantly, the first bryostatin analogs, bryologs, were found to exhibit comparable or superior activity to bryostatin when screened by the National Cancer Institute for growth inhibition against a panel of human cancer cell lines. We and others have since produced additional bryologs based on this FOS approach. There are also now several impressive total syntheses of natural bryostatins, with three requiring only around 40 steps. In our case, the analog program actually preceded and paved the way for what eventually resulted in a concise total synthesis of bryostatin 9 using a then unexplored Prins macrolactonization strategy.

Such FOS efforts are not restricted to small molecule design and synthesis in biology and medicine. Materials, polymers, aggregates and other chemical entities with sought after function are also addressable through synthesis-informed design. Indeed, the field of FOS is likely to be creatively led by those skilled in synthesis with an interest in functional targets. For example, new functional probes, e.g., molecular tweezers, molecular computers, molecular wires and on, representing the “molecularization” of functional materials, are possible through synthesis-informed design as exemplified by the rapidly growing list of amazing molecular devices.

In another example of the interplay of function and synthesis design, 15 years ago we started a program on drug delivery based on the view that existing drugs and probes could be improved and others enabled through the introduction of better delivery technologies (function: molecules that breach biological barriers). Many molecules of therapeutic interest suffer

Fig. 3 Step- and time-economy associated with the synthesis of structurally varied natural and designed compounds that exhibit a similar function, i.e., binding to and activation of PKC.
from an inability to cross biological barriers and enter cells. Some of the most important new research tools, potential therapeutics, and globally recognized scientific targets of current interest, for example, such as siRNA, mRNA, DNA, and therapeutic proteins and peptides do not enter cells well if at all. As noted previously, Nature’s library provides lessons on structure-function relationships and therein the basis to design biomimetics. With respect to drug delivery and barrier passage, one natural lead is found in the form of the protein HIV Tat (Fig. 5) that unlike most proteins enters cells. Research suggested that a sequence of 9 residues (RKKRRQRRR) might be responsible for cellular entry (function). Through a reverse-engineering effort involving systematic truncations, alanine scans and other modifications, we suggested for the first time that cellular entry of HIV Tat was a function of its arginine content and more specifically the number and spatial array of guanidinium groups in the so called Tat 9-mer.

The beauty of design is that once one understands how a function can be achieved one can create synthetically more accessible systems designed to function more effectively. We first found that octaarginine (R8: RRRRRRRRR) exhibits better cellular uptake than the Tat 9-mer. This “design” provided already a modest synthetic benefit as the Tat 9-mer requires 18 steps to synthesize while the octaarginine requires only 16 steps. More importantly, because R8 is a homooligomer of arginine, we proposed its assembly through a segment doubling strategy, reducing 18 steps to only 9 and showing how a focus on function could result in significant step economy with an actual gain in function. Unlike conventional solid phase synthesis for which two steps are required for each added subunit, in segment doubling three steps are needed for each doubling of length (starting monomers give in 3 steps a dimer which in 3 more steps give a 4-mer and 3 more give the 8-mer). Thus an 8-mer can be formed in three doubling events, i.e., 9 steps. This is a pure strategic reduction in steps arising from the doubling process and made possible by design of a more effective and more accessible homooligomer. This approach was enabled by knowledge of and focus on function (all arginines would work better) and synthesis-informed design with an eye on step- and time-economy.

It gets better. We have since used this information to make a variety of new guanidinium rich drug delivery systems that we refer to as cell penetrating, guanidinium rich molecular transporters (GRMoTrs). GRMoTrs have been shown to transport (function) small molecules, probes, imaging agents, metals, peptides, proteins, PNAS, RNAs and DNAs into cells in culture and across tissue barriers in animals. They have also been advanced into human clinical trials. We have also shown that attachment of transporters to drugs like taxol that are rendered ineffective due to Pgp export resistance, provides drug-conjugates that overcome the resistance of the drug itself (Fig. 6). In this case the step-economy is significant as one does not need to discover a new drug but rather use FOS to fix the functional problems of an existing drug. In all primary disease samples
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**Fig. 4** Simplified and more synthetically accessible bryologs inspired by the natural product bryostatin.

**Fig. 5** Cell penetrating guanidinium rich molecular transporters for general drug delivery inspired by the naturally occurring cell penetrating protein HIV Tat.
obtained from ovarian cancer patients, the taxol-transporter conjugate outperforms existing therapy presumably by evading Pgp export. The conjugates thus serve as molecular patches, rapidly getting into cells and releasing free drug only at a rate determined by release design.

And it gets still better. Significantly, and related to the theme of synthesis-informed design directed at function, when we initiated efforts to study the use of GRMoTrs to transport RNAs, polyanions that do not cross the non-polar membrane of cells, we realized that access to even longer sequences of guanidinium rich (polycation) systems would be needed. To address the resultant need for a step economical strategy to make longer oligomers, we joined in a collaboration with Bob Waymouth, Jim Hedrick and their coworkers, and were able to show that one could produce guanidinium rich oligomers in one step (!) through an organocatalytic oligomerization process (Fig. 7).24 Simply put in terms of comparative metrics, making a 32-mer by solid phase synthesis would require 64 steps (2 steps/unit added). Even segment doubling would require 15 steps (3 steps/segment doubling). With the oligomerization process, one can produce 32-mers with good polydispersity in only one synthetic operation. Focus on the seemingly unattainable “ideal” in this case paid off. Indeed this approach theoretically allows one to make any length of oligomer in only one step. The value of this strategy is that it allows one to rapidly make many different types of oligomers, including di-, tri- and poly-block oligomers in one synthetic operation followed by Boc removal to liberate the free guanidinium groups. This near-ideal, time- and step-economical strategy allowed for a rapid study of factors that contribute to siRNA complexation and the subsequent use of these transporters to complex and deliver siRNA into cells.

The amphipathic, guanidinium rich oligocarbonate-siRNA complexes were shown to enter HaCaT cells and selectively knocked down expression of a fluorescent protein (tdTomato) while not affecting expression of another fluorescent protein control (EGFP). This strategy is now driving development of new classes of biodegradable and non-biodegradable transporters for ferrying other oligonucleotides and a variety of other molecular cargos across biological barriers (e.g., membranes, skin, blood brain, ocular and most recently cell wall26 barriers).

The powerful and general view that form follows function, the essence of function-oriented synthesis (FOS), can change how one thinks about synthesis especially the synthesis of compounds that exhibit sought after function (e.g., new medicinal agents; smart materials; devices; environmental sensors; imaging agents; energy collection, storage and conversion systems; and research tools) but whose structures are currently beyond the timely and practical reach of synthesis. Function-oriented synthesis is driven by design and it opens a field of opportunities for chemists to not only reproduce what Nature has made but to create new structures and associated...
functions, whether inspired by Nature or devised by de novo design, that might be better suited for their intended human use. FOS addresses the concern that some natural products are too complex and thus not likely to be supplied on scale in a timely fashion by focusing creative attention on the design of simpler and thus more accessible, often bio-inspired structures that can be accessed now through synthesis. It opens an exciting field of opportunities that synthetic chemists are uniquely able to lead and develop and with that to create new fields impacting all of molecular science. In short, through synthesis-informed targets of improved or totally new functions that could transform science in ways that are of profound health, economic and societal benefit.
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